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3401

BOARD DIPLOMA EXAMINATION, (C–09)

MARCH/APRIL—2017

FOURTH SEMESTER (COMMON) EXAMINATION

ENGLISH—III

Time : 3 hours ] [ Total Marks : 80

PART—A 3×10=30

Instructions : (1) Answer all questions.

(2) Each question carries three marks.

(3) Answers should be brief and straight to the point and 

shall not exceed five simple sentences.

1. Fill in the blanks with proper verb forms given in brackets :

(a) If Revanth —— (work), he will pass.

(b) If we —— (prepare), we will write exams well.

(c) If she comes early, she —— (get) the row.

2. Write a few sentences about your future plans after diploma.
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3. Write three sentences using may, might and could for the following

situations :

(a) go for a walk

(b) take your family to restaurant

(c) browse internet

4. What is your weakness and how do you overcome it?

5. Match the following :

(a) Now-a-days girls are given equal 

opportunities

(i) I partly agree with you, because it

depends upon how we make use of it

(b) Criminals and corrupted should

not contest in elections

(ii) I don’t think you are completely right,

still there is discrimination

(c) Flats are more comfortable than

individual houses

(iii) I think you are right, they should be

banned from elections

6. Write a brief note about your dream job.

7. What is meant by ‘JAM’ and its purpose?

8. Define the following terms related to e-mail :

(a) BCC

(b) Spam

(c) Sign out

9. Write a message to your friend informing him about the last day of

paying exam fee.

10. Mention any three steps that you need to do before an interview.
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PART—B 10×5=50

Instructions : (1) Answer any five questions.

(2) Each question carries ten marks.

(3) Answers should be comprehensive and the criterion

for valuation is the content but not the length of the

answer.

11. Analyze and interpret the following data in the table :

Number of Vehicles Sold

Year Varun Motors Kusalava Motors SAI Automobiles Lakshmi Enterprises

2009 27000 20000 10000 14000

2010 32000 21000 20000  9000

2011 39000 32000 20000  9100

2012 45000 33000 23000  9200

12. Draw a tree diagram showing your family, tree beginning from your 
grandparents and including all your uncles and aunts, and their
children.

13. Write a letter to the Village Secretary of your village about the
increase in mosquitoes as the rainy season started and ask him to
do regular fogging.

14. Write a letter to your mother about the republic day celebrations
in your college and the cultural activities you performed on that
occasion.

15. Write a paragraph about your role model. What qualities made you
to admire him/her?

16. Write a paragraph detailing the stages of getting a job—right from
searching for a job to the stage of attending an interview.

17. Prepare a resume of your own showing all your qualifications,
experiences, interests, hobbies, strengths, weakness, etc.

18. Write a report about the problems faced by the public because of
regular power-cuts.
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